PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PLAN

Name: ____________________________________________        Starting Date: ________________

Organization (as applicable): ______________________

PURPOSE

What is the “why” for your growth plan?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

GOAL

What kind of growth plan is this (Personal/Professional)? _______________________________

What do you want to change?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Achievement-focused | Learning/Growth-focused

From (starting value): ________________

to (ending value):_____________________

by (when): ____________________________

In which area do you want to grow/
What do you want to learn?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

What is your next step?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
LEVERAGE

What is the single most important measurable action you need to take?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

How many times?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

How often (daily/weekly)? ________________

NEXT STEP

What is your next step?
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Growth Plan Partner (Choose someone to participate alongside you) ________________

iAspire is teacher evaluation software that actually helps you develop your teachers:

- Automated Professional Growth Plans
- Embedded coaching based on teacher growth goals and/or observation feedback
- Intelligent assistant that will manage your observation and evaluation process for you
- Assisted observations with suggested phrases and indicator tags when providing feedback to teachers
- Microlearning experiences to keep teacher learning top of mind
- Automatically delivered insightful reports that answer your biggest questions about your process, performance, and engagement

www.iAspireApp.com